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Foreword

Edward Burbidge
and relevant. There is an increasing demand
from local investors for private equity as an
asset for their portfolio. This makes it an
opportune time to begin a discussion on the
performance of PE exits and the potential
earnings of the sector.
We acknowledge that PE is still in its
relatively early stages in East Africa and as
such many funds have only begun realising
exits from their investments in the last few
years. Further, a majority of investments have
been carried out from the first funds, and
therefore exit data can not be an absolute
reflection of the fund performance. We were,
however, able to collect a robust sample of
data that we feel is fairly indicative of the
sector’s achievement potential.

We are very pleased to be presenting this
East African comparative analysis of asset
classes publication in conjunction with our
partners from the EAVCA.
We expect this inaugural edition to be the first
of many as we try to shed some light onto the
returns that have been offered by the various
mainstream asset classes over the last 5 to
10 years. We hope this will help institutions to
make better asset allocation decisions and to
give broader perspective to the financial
services industry as a whole.

As a frontier market, expected returns are
relatively higher compared to much of the rest
of the world, primarily to compensate
investors for a higher inflation and risk
environment. The question is therefore
whether investors are getting the right riskadjusted returns in this market and where is
Alpha being created. We hope you find the
answer in these coming pages.
Edward Burbidge
Chief Executive Officer
I&M Burbidge Capital Limited

We hope that you find the report of interest
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Foreword
Eva Warigia

East African institutional investors’ appetite
for private equity has steadily been growing
as they look to expand their asset portfolio.
Data from the Retirement Benefit Authority
(RBA) of Kenya shows that between 2016
and 2018, investments into the asset class
by institutional investors had grown at a
compounded annual growth rate of 98%. As
at December 2018, investment in private
equity in Kenya, being the largest pension
fund market in East Africa, accounted for
0.1% of the total industry’s assets under
management.
As regional investors look to optimize the
returns of their portfolios, EAVCA recognizes
and welcomes the uptake of private equity as
an investment asset. Private equity in the
region is helping in narrowing the financing
gap observed by most of our small and
medium sized businesses and by investing in
private equity, local institutional investors
have a chance to participate in a wider
economy, including business sectors they
might not access through public markets.

report indicates that for the period 2013 2018, private equity exits yields ranged
between 17% - 23% in realized IRR on the
dollar, which speaks to the earnings
opportunities in the private markets.
East Africa Private Equity and Venture
Capital Association (EAVCA) is delighted to
partner with I&M Burbidge Capital in this
report. As the organisation representing
private equity and venture capital in East
Africa, we are pleased to see the asset class
recognised along with other assets in the
region,
acknowledging
the
changing
investment landscape of East Africa.
Eva Warigia
Executive Director
EAVCA

One of the metrics used to gauge the
region’s PE market is the number of exits
carried out by fund managers in the region.
This report tracks disclosures from exits
carried between 2013 and 2018 in East
Africa. Information on the 33 PE exits
recorded here is based on primary research
data as well as secondary data from
published reports including media reports.
With the growing interest in the asset class
has come a wider call to present data on the
performance of exits in private equity. The
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LISTED EQUITIES
A MARKET TIMING PLAY
East African equity markets have noted an improved performance over
the decade 2009 to 2018 evidenced by the upward trend in price
indices across the region. Robust economic reforms continue to foster
growth of companies which eventually become primary issuers.
For the 10-year period between 2009 and 2018, a majority of East
African equities have posted positive index returns when analysed at
price change (excluding dividends or any reinvestments). The USE All
Share Index was the best performing bourse for this period, realizing
an annualized price return of 8% based on local currency.
10-year holding period

NASI

USE

DSE

RSE

Holding Period Return

91%

112%

65%

-5%

7%

8%

5%

-1%

Annualized Price Return
(Source: IMBC Analysis)

In contrast, over a shorter 5-year period between 2014 and 2018, the
DSE All Share Index realized the highest annualized price return.
5-year holding period

NASI

USE

DSE

RSE

Holding Period Return

3%

8%

9%

-5%

Annualized Price Return

1%

2%

2%

-1%

(Source: IMBC Analysis)

The positive price returns from 2009 to 2018 across Kenya, Uganda
and Tanzania indicate that the equity markets in the region remain
attractive for investors who choose to take a long-term view with their
investments. This is supported by the fact that over the long term,
share prices tend to reflect the underlying reality of companies and the
returns they deliver to shareholders.
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For short-term investors looking for a quick return on their investment, East African equity
markets provided a good opportunity during the years 2012 and 2014. The NASI, for instance,
recorded a remarkable 44% price return in 2013 – a period high for the index between 2009 and
2018. This was largely on account of falling inflation (from 9% in 2012 to 6% in 2013, which freed
up consumer spending) and strong foreign investor participation during the year. A similar
scenario was observed in the DSE, recording a period high of 35% in 2014. In Uganda, the USE
recorded a high of 39% in 2012, which was only topped by a 62% price return in 2010.
Annual Price Index Returns, 2009 - 2018
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The volatility in the annual price index returns between 2009 and 2018 indicate that for shortterm oriented investors, listed equities remain a market timing play due to the impact of election
cycles, macroeconomic shocks and drastic policy changes.
In 2018, East African stock markets recorded a depressed performance triggered by a myriad of
factors including a global wave of emerging markets sell-offs in shares and currencies and the
raising of interest rates by the US Federal Reserve, further strengthening the dollar. In Kenya,
profit warnings from listed companies and post-election inertia contributed to capital flight from
the stock market; in Uganda, dull trading activity and a slight devaluation in the Ugandan shilling
further discouraged investments in the country; and in Tanzania, price volatility on some
counters, especially following huge shifts in the regulatory framework for the telecommunications
and mining sector in 2017, led to declining participation by foreign investors, who contribute
about 80% of the market’s liquidity. Despite the dismal market performance, the cross-listing of
the Bank of Kigali on the NSE provided a reprieve for the bourse, ending the nearly 5-year IPO
dry-spell since the self-listing of the NSE in 2014.
The major counters at the Nairobi Stock Exchange with the biggest impact between 2009 and
2018 were Safaricom, Equity Group Holdings, KCB Group and East African Breweries.
According to the MSCI Kenya Index for 2018, these 4 stocks constitute approximately 85% of
Kenya’s equity universe. An analysis of the price returns between 2009 and 2018 shows that
Safaricom was the best performing counter for the period, noting a 10-year annualized price
return of 20%.
10-year holding period

Safaricom

Equity Group

KCB Group

East African
Breweries

Holding Period Return

538%

98%

67%

21%

20%

7%

5%

2%

Annualized Price Returns
(Source: IMBC Analysis)
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The major challenge facing East African
stock markets is low liquidity levels, with the
bourses dominated by few blue-chip
companies. In Kenya, this is partly
attributable to stringent listing requirements
that have discouraged potential issues from
the bourse, and high costs associated with
listing that offset any potential tax benefits to
a company. The Capital Markets Authority is
however undertaking several initiatives to
attract companies to list on the bourse,
based on the CMA Strategic Plan 2018 –
2023. In 2018, the NSE launched the Ibuka
incubation and acceleration programme,
which will host select Kenyan companies on
a 10-month course aimed at providing them
with access to financial advisors and local
and international investors, and will also
enable them to enhance their business
structure as they prepare for their next phase
of growth. The NSE identified about 20 SMEs
and family owned businesses that meet the
listing criteria and have shown interest in
participating in the programme, including
industry
leaders
such
as
Tuskys
Supermarkets, Cytonn Investments and
Vehicle and Equipment Leasing Limited.
In Rwanda, the RSE has partnered with the
country’s Private Sector Federation to
educate the public and hold campaigns to
attract small and medium enterprises to list
and boost activity on the exchange. In
Uganda, the Capital Markets Authority
developed a 10-year (2017-2027) blueprint
that seeks to position the USE within the

frontier market category of the Morgan
Stanley Capital International for equities in
order to attract more international capital to
meet financing needs for both the
government and private sectors.
The regional equities market is expected to
recover in 2019 buoyed by stable
macroeconomic fundamentals and increased
profitability in most counters. Undervaluation
in stock counters will also likely increase the
attractiveness of the bourse as investors
perhaps finally shift from their mainly risk
averse stance.
In Kenya, the possible repeal of the interest
rate cap and a current strengthening of the
Kenya shilling against the dollar is further
expected to attract investor participation in
the bourse. The NSE also anticipates
increased market activity in 2019 in terms of
listings, among them the potential crosslisting of the National Oil Corporation of
Kenya on the NSE and the London Stock
Exchange.
Further,
the
Privatization
Commission's plans to privatize 26
parastatals is expected to not only
supplement the deficit in the government
budget, but also boost activity on the NSE
through potential listings of profitable stateowned companies. With regards to the Ibuka
programme, the NSE admitted its first
participant
in
January
2019:
APT
Commodities Limited, a leading Kenyan tea
exporter.
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FIXED INCOME
A STEADY MARKET FOR GROWTH
The East Africa fixed income market presented an attractive
asset class over the 10-year period from 2009 to 2018,
stimulated by increased local market activity and foreign
portfolio inflows. Domestic bond markets in the region have
been instrumental in capital mobilization due to regional
governments increasing appetite for debt to plug budget
deficits and fund infrastructure development. The global
search for higher yields has also stimulated inflows to
emerging and frontier market debt funds due to the
prevailing low yields in the global economy.
The East African bond market is largely dominated by
government bonds which constitute more than 90% of
issued securities in the market. However, the number of
corporate bond issues increased over the 10-year period
fuelled by increased appetite for funds by mid to large-sized
companies to aid in recapitalization or business expansion.

Kenya
In Kenya, market sentiments concerning the bond market
signal increased investor confidence in the segment,
particularly with the introduction of infrastructure bonds, as
investors seek higher returns and associated tax benefits.
Annual bond turnover recorded a remarkable 404%
increase from 2009 to 2018, from USD 1 billion to USD 6
billion. Conversely, the corporate bond market has faced a
91% decline in turnover over the period, from USD 100
million in 2010 to 12 million in 2018. A recent development
in the bond market is the government’s plan to issue
Kenya’s first green bond in 2019, in partnership with
commercial banks.
Over the 10-year period from 2009 to 2018, the yield curve
on a Kenyan 10-year government bond was on average
slightly higher than that of a Kenyan 5-year government
bond. The 10-year bond recorded a period high yield of
17.4% in October 2011 and a period low of 5.6% in July
2010. The average yield during the 10-year period was
12.8%. The 5-year bond yield, on the other hand, averaged
at 12.1%, with a period high of 16.8% in October 2011 and
a period low of 3.9% in July 2010
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Annual Kenya Government Bond Yields, 2009 - 2018
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In 2018, yields on the Kenyan 10-year and 5-year government bonds declined from 2017 by 60
bps and 75 bps respectively. The yield on the 10-year bond averaged at 12.1%, while the 5-year
bond averaged 12.8%. The decline is attributable to an increase in the demand for government
securities, as commercial banks sought to invest excess liquidity into the bond market as a
hedging mechanism to control risk, especially with the interest rate cap that made it difficult to
price risks on loans. In addition, Central Bank of Kenya’s decision to reject aggressive bids in an
effort to maintain low rates exerted downward pressure on the yield curve during the year.
In 2019, uncertainties in the interest rate regime in Kenya coupled with the government’s
insistence to reject expensive bids may shift investors’ attention from long-term to shorter-term
securities. This may lead to a decline in short-term yields due to increased demand, and a
corresponding increase in long-term yields due to lower demand, resulting in a steepening of the
yield curve.

Uganda
In Uganda, the 10-year government bond yield was also higher than the 5-year government
bond yield for the 10-year period from 2009 to 2018. The 10-year bond yield averaged at 15.5%
for the period, with a high of 19.5% in 0ctober 2015 and a low of 12.2% in November 2010. The
5-year bond yield averaged at 15.2%, with a period high of 20.9% in February 2016 and a period
low of 7.7% in July 2010.

Annual Uganda Government Bond Yields, 2009 - 2018
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In 2018, yields on the Ugandan 10-year and 5-year government bonds increased from 2017 by
280 bps and 215 bps from respectively. The yield on the 10-year bond averaged at 15.7%, while
the 5-year bond averaged 15.0%. The increase is attributable to the rise in domestic borrowing
by the government to finance the government budget and investment in infrastructure.
In 2019, the yield curve in Uganda is expected to be upward sloping. Further, the Ugandan
government approved a proposal in 2019 to allow the public to use the mobile money platform to
purchase government securities as a means to widen the scope of investors and reduce the cost
of domestic debt. This is anticipated to increase bond market activity in the country.
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MONEY MARKETS
A SAFE HAVEN IN A TURBULENT WORLD

Treasury Bills
The money markets have maintained fairly stable growth
rates between 2009 and 2018 depicting stability of short-run
interest rates. Ugandan 91-day Treasury bills have
observed the highest yields over the historical period,
followed by Kenya and Rwanda. The T-bills have realized a
positive annualized growth rate over the 10-year period in
all three markets. This is in contrast to the annualized
growth rates over the 5-year period where all three markets
have demonstrated a negative annualized growth rate.
10-year period

Kenya

Uganda

Rwanda

Average yield

8.4%

11.5%

7.2%

CAGR

0.6%

3.2%

5.6%

(Source: IMBC Analysis)

5-year period

Kenya

Uganda

Rwanda

Average yield

8.9%

12.5%

8.5%

(4.2%)

(1.0%)

(1.5%)

CAGR
(Source: IMBC Analysis)

In Uganda, T-bill investors earned the highest yield in 2016
at 15.9%, while investors faced the lowest yields in 2010 at
5.0%. The treasury bills in Kenya witnessed the lowest yield
for the period in 2010 at 1.5%, and the highest in 2015 at
22.5%. T-bill investors in Rwanda earned the highest return
of 9.8% in 2015 while the lowest of 3.8% was seen in 2012.
91-Day T-Bill Rate - 2009-2018
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Deposits and Savings Rates
The savings rate has been relatively stable over the period in Kenya and Uganda. However, in
2017, the savings rate in Kenya witnessed a 242.3% increase. This was due to the amendment
in the Banking Act that requires banks to pay a minimum of 70% of the interest rate that was
capped (14%, now reduced to 13.0%). As a result, the savings rate increased to 6.3% in 2017,
and further to 6.5% in 2018.

Savings Rate, 2009 - 2018
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Deposit Rates have also remained fairly stable in Uganda, ranging between 1.2% and 1.4% over
the historical period. Kenya witnessed a gradual growth in deposit rates at annualized growth
rate of 5.1%. Deposit rates have been much higher in Kenya in comparison to Uganda, attracting
more investors to deposit excess funds in the country.

Deposit Rates, 2009 - 2018
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Commercial Papers
Based on our industry research, data shows that market participants can earn a spread between
3% - 4% over the treasury bills and 3% over the 2018 average fixed deposits rate. Due to the
lack of transparency in this instrument, firmed up historical averages were not available.
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REAL ESTATE
AN ASSET SPECIFIC PLAY
Real Estate as an asset class has been a bedrock
investment in East Africa over the last 10 years. The asset
class recorded impressive performance, particularly in the
years between 2010 and 2012, with residential properties
recording nearly 30% annual growth in those years.
Investors in the sector have the choice of residential,
commercial, retail, industrial and hospitality real estate.
Growth has been spurred mainly by:

1. Sustained robust economic growth, increase in
disposable income and high rates of urbanisation
East African countries have sustained robust economic
growth over the last decade, albeit with periods of poor
performance. This has led to an increase in disposable
incomes which has availed more funds for investment and
in turn demand for real estate. And whilst the urbanization
rates in the region have been on a decline, they are still
significantly higher than the global average of 2.04%.

Annual GDP Growth in %
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(Source: World Bank)
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2. Housing deficit
It is estimated that Kenya has a housing shortfall of 2 million units with an average annual deficit
of 200,000 units. Kigali’s housing shortfall is estimated at 186,000 units with an average demand
of 17,000 units per year. Uganda’s shortfall is estimated to be 2 million units with an annual
deficit of 300,000 whilst that of Tanzania is estimated at 3 million units with an annual growth of
300,000 units. This has led to increased investment activities by governments and developers
with the aim of meeting the demand. In Kenya, this has spurred a housing glut in the mid-market
segment of the residential market in regions such as Nairobi and led to a gradual decline in
rental yields as we will analyse later in this section.

(Source: Cytonn)
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3. Sustained infrastructure development
After
decades
of
underinvestment,
governments in East Africa have since the
turn of this century invested heavily in
infrastructure development in the transport
and energy sectors. Research1 shows that up
to approximately 84% of construction projects
in East Africa in 2018 were owned by the
government. Energy & Power (18.0%),
Transport (45.3%) and Real Estate (17.3%)
dominate the construction projects space in
terms of the number of construction projects
in the region in 2018. A similar profile is
evident in the value of projects where the
proportions are more evenly spread out
among the three with Energy & Power
accounting for 21.1%, Transport 26.6% and
Real Estate 23.1%. The investment in
transport and energy infrastructure has
increased traction in real estate development
in all sub-sectors as residential developments
and office developments moved further away
from the city limits and created new business
and living hubs. Increasingly, in what is now
the next frontier in real estate development,
industrial real estate, is moving to satellite
towns, made more feasible by a wider and
more reliable road network.

4. Increase in Foreign Direct Investments
and remittances by Kenyans living abroad
The East African region, and particularly
Nairobi, is increasingly a hub for multinational
corporations looking to set up shop in Africa.
Numerous brands and companies have
established their Africa headquarters in
Nairobi. The resultant increase in the number
of expatriate workers has promoted an
increase in the supply of housing retail
establishments and crucially, office space.

Additionally, with the exception of Tanzania,
there has been tremendous growth in the
value of direct remittances from citizens living
abroad. Particularly in Kenya and Uganda
which both recorded 13% annual growth in
the value of remittances. A significant portion
of these funds are usually directed at real
estate investments.

1Deloitte

Africa Construction Trends Reports
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(Source: World Bank)

Sector Returns: The Sun doesn’t shine on all equally
A deeper analysis of the returns in the sector reveals that whilst the asset class is still a sterling
performer, market beating returns are made by asset pickers. Analysis of data from market
publications shows that on average, for the residential real estate market in Nairobi, for example,
investors that purchased property in 2012, leased it and sold in 2018 earned an annual 12.5%
return over the period, which matches the performance of other mainstream asset classes.
However, in certain sectors, regions and years such as 2012, investors would have achieved
superior returns of approximately 25%.
Residential Real Estate Market Returns
Sales Returns

Residential Rental Yields
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(Source: Hass Property Index)

This data implies that, in Kenya’s real estate market, real value is asset specific and closely tied
to location and the quality of the asset. Across all themes, innovation is now the name of the
game. Gluts across the market have pushed it from a volume driven market to a quality and
value driven market for investors that purchase assets across all themes.
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Average Rental Yields - 2017
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(Source: Cytonn)

Kigali, Dar-es-Salaam and Kampala offer a similar return profile where the rental yields from
retail and office space outperform residential markets.

Outlook for the Future
Following a tumultuous 2017 and somewhat shaky growth in 2018, the real estate market in Kenya is
expected to pick up on the backdrop of the following factors:
 Improved economic performance – Kenya’s economy is estimated to have grown by 5.5% in 2018,
a welcome improvement from the 4.9% growth posted in 2017, whilst the economy is expected to
grow by 5.8% in 2019
 Sustained infrastructure development – The Kenya Government targets to construct up to 10,000
km of tarmacked roads in the next 5 years which is expected to open up more regions for
development.
 Favourable government policies – Whilst the construction sector has been experiencing a
downturn, the construction sector enjoys favourable government policies that lower the cost of
construction and improve margins. These include a 15% tax relief for developers developing more
than 100 affordable housing units annually, the scrapping of the land title search fees, NEMA
application fees and National Construction Authority levy as well as the digitization of lands
ministry.
The sub-sectors to look out for are the mixed use and Industrial real estate segments. Mixed use
developments in high density areas are expected to attract significant interest from investors due to
the diversification benefits they provide and the convenience value they offer tenants. This enables
investors to mitigate their risk exposure from any one segment in the sector.
Industrial real estate represents an untapped market where a significant proportion of the properties
available are old and outdated and located in areas choked with traffic. Demand for more modern
specialized properties is high which combined with a more extensive and reliable road network has
prompted the development of modern industrial parks in the outskirts of the city. This combined with
the government push to develop industrial cities through public – private partnerships (PPP) makes
this segment one to watch out for. However, an expected reduction in transport infrastructure spending
by the Government due to the significant national debt load may slow down growth in this segment.
Additionally, we hold a positive view on the hospitality segment, serviced apartments in particular,
which is expected to ride on the positive performance of the tourism sector, maintaining higher than
average occupancy rates. Retail and office space markets, where such developments capitalize on an
underserved market and present a quality development, are also expected to offer higher returns.
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PRIVATE EQUITY
THE GEM REVEALED BY EXITS

Taking Strides towards a Mature
Market
Private Equity presence in East Africa has witnessed
tremendous growth over the last 10 years. The number of
private equity funds actively investing in the region
increased from an estimated 36 in 2014 to an estimated 117
in 2018.
The rapid increase in investment levels suggests that
momentum investors have noted significant return potential
in private equity in East Africa. Our survey of exit data
shows that this may indeed be the case. This is despite the
fact that Private Equity in East Africa is relatively young with
most of the PE firms operating in the region having set up
shop in the last decade.

Local institutional investors have certainly taken note of this
potential and are slowly warming up to the asset. In Kenya,
where we have the region’s largest pensions market, data
from the Retirement Benefit Authority (RBA) of Kenya
shows that between 2016 and 2018, investments into the
asset class by institutional investors had grown at a
compounded annual growth rate of 98%, to represent 0.1%
of the multi-billion dollar industry’s assets under
management as investors look to diversify their portfolios
and maximise on returns.
PE in East Africa also affords institutional investors a
chance to be part of economic development, injecting much
needed capital to sectors that directly stimulate GDP
growth. In Uganda, NSSF-Uganda launched a US$ 2million
agriculture focused fund as part of its vision to accelerate
yields in the agri-business sector in the country.
Private equity performance is delivered by fund
performance and returns to investors, drawn from positive
deal exits.
Exits are fewer compared to more mature markets such as
Southern Africa. Previous studies1 have revealed that East
Africa accounted for 10% of all exits in Africa between 2007
and 2016 and 11% of all exits between 2014 and 2016.

1The

2017 How private equity investors create value study is
presented by EY and AVCA
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Exit performance in 2017 and 2018 was somewhat dampened, with the region accounting for 4%
of all exits in Africa in 20171. This is primarily attributed to a challenging operating environment
with considerable political uncertainty delaying exit decisions to more prosperous periods where
valuations are likely to be higher; valuations in East Africa are heavily reliant on multiples based
methodologies and are therefore highly susceptible to income statement changes.
Exit numbers have been steadily rising in East Africa over the last 5 years with a dip in the tail
end of that period on account of economic headwinds in the region. 2015 was a boon exit year
with 10 exits recorded.
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Sectoral Analysis
The Financial Services sector has traditionally accounted for the most number of exits in the
region with 36% of exits in the period between 2013 and 2018. The Energy and Healthcare
sectors follow with 12% of exits whilst the Real Estate and Manufacturing sectors tie with 9% of
exits.

Sectoral Analysis of Exits
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1The

2018 How private equity investors create value study is presented by EY and AVCA
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Exit Avenues – Keeping it in the Family
PE firms in the region primarily turn to their own when exiting investments; 61% of disclosed exits
between 2013 and 2018 were completed to other PE firms and institutional investors. Trade
buyers account for 24% of exits while management buyouts and public markets account for 9%
and 6% respectively of all exits in the period. This bucks the African trend where most exits have
been to Trade Buyers who accounted for approximately 42% of exits between 2013 and 2017
whilst financial buyers accounted for approximately 24%. Exits through IPOs and public markets
remain depressed across the continent and the region (5% of exits) and are particularly hampered
by currency depreciation and bear markets that have plagued bourses in East Africa as well as the
regulatory burdens that come with the listing process and maintaining a listing.
Exit Avenue Analysis
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Country Analysis – Bigger Attracts More
Kenya accounts for most of the 33 disclosed
exits in the period between 2013 and 2018.
Uganda and Tanzania recorded 5 and 2 exits
respectively during the period. Nairobi’s profile
as the regional hub, and the government’s
more favourable policies for investment
compared to other countries in the region, has
meant that Kenya has had the lion’s share of
investments and exits.

Exits Per Country
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(Source: IMBC Financial Review)
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Exit Returns – The Hidden Gem
Previous studies1 comparing PE assets performance with that of equities, using the Emerging
Markets Investable Markets Index as a proxy, have shown that on average, PE in Africa
outperformed listed equities at an average of up to 76% in the period between 2007 and 2018.
However, the relatively young age of most companies in the region has made it difficult for
investors to determine the return generating capability of Private Equity firms in the East African
region.
Using data from 18 exits compiled from 10 private equity funds operating in the region and
disclosed to us in confidence, the data shows that on average, exit yields ranged between 17%
and 23% on a dollarized internal rate of return.
It is, however, important to note that exit returns are not a comprehensive indicator of the return
capability of an entire fund as a significant number of funds in the region are yet to fully realize
their investments and for the latest entrants, fully invest their funds.

Outlook for the Future
In the medium term, we expect that the number of exits will increase driven by the following
factors:
1. Maturity of investments – PE firms in Africa, on average, hold their investments for a period
of 6 years. Funds that began their investment cycles in the early tens are now looking to exit
those portfolio companies.
2. Potential for improved economic performance and political stability – The region’s economies
are expected to maintain growth in the medium term which provides a good base for value
creation and thus higher valuations. However, structural financial reform and prudent fiscal
management will be key to realise this growth.
3. Increase in the number of funds targeting the region – As was highlighted in the introduction
to this section, the number of PE funds operating in the region has increased significantly
over the last 3 years. This increases the secondary buyout and bolt on exit opportunities. The
latter is key given the strategic shift by PE firms across the continent from organic growth to
creating value through efficiency strategies and bolt on acquisitions.
4. Potential for rebound in public market valuations – The low valuations in the regional bourses
make foreign investment attractive with positive economic growth which could increase
appetite for exits via IPOs.

We expect that sectors that attracted the most PE attention in the past 5-6 years will see a
significant rise in exit numbers. These include the Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG),
Financial Services, Manufacturing and Automotive sectors. Kenya is likely to remain the exit hub
in the region on account of the fact that most PE investments in the region are into Kenyan
companies. On the exit avenue front, we expect to see an increase in the number of exits to
trade buyers as a result of increasing interest in East Africa by multinational corporations.

1The

2017 How private equity investors create value study is presented by EY and AVCA
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Meet The Investor

Kenya Power Pension Fund
CEO, Henry Kyanda

Q&A Interview with Kenya Power Pension Fund CEO Henry
Kyanda. Henry Kyanda is the CEO and Trust Secretary of Kenya
Power Pension Fund, one of the leading Kenyan occupational
pension funds. The Fund invested in diversified asset classes
that included real estate and investments in private equity
through private equity funds and co-investment. In 2014, the
Fund was credited as the first pension fund in Eastern Africa to
invest in private equity.
1.Tell us a bit about the Kenya Power Pension Fund.
The Kenya Power Pension Fund is an occupational pension for employees of Kenya Power
Company and the Kenya Electricity Transmission Company (KETRACO). KPPF represents two
schemes: defined benefit and defined contribution, both with a total of Kshs 32 billion in assets
under management, serving about 4,000 pensioners on a monthly basis.

2. How much has your fund invested in PE to date?
The Kenya Power pension fund first invested in private companies within the energy sector,
which made our first private equity investments. For our first investment in a private equity fund,
we invested a small sum of Kshs 4 billion. This has progressed over the years and we currently
hold Kshs 12 billion in the asset class.
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3. What’s the most significant factor in
evaluating a PE fund to invest in?
We are inspired by local teams that have
proven market knowledge of the business
market of East Africa. We also look at the
varied technical abilities within the team for
a diversified personnel. Beyond the team,
we take into consideration the geographical
coverage of the fund. We are open to
investing in funds with a pan-African outlook
but have a preference for East Africa.

4. What proportion of your assets do you
plan to allocate to PE over the next 5
years?
When we decided to diversify our portfolio,
we developed an investment strategy that
matches our assets to our possible
consideration. We currently have an outlook
to invest up to 5% of our funds into PE. This
could change with future strategies.
5. What’s your return expectation for the
next 5 years and how do you expect it to
stack up against the other asset classes?
Our fund has an outlook of upper teens
for all our investment returns and have over
the years been fortunate in realizing this.
Our internal average IRR over the past 15
years is 13%.

7. Your fund has invested mostly in mid
and small cap funds. What informs this
strategy?
We are keen to take on a participatory role
in funds we invest in, where we can also
learn from being across the table with other
experienced PE investors. Smaller funds
allow us to get such positioning.

8. Has the performance of your PE
portfolio exceeded your expectations?
We first invested into private equity back in
2014 and we are still within that fund’s cycle.
9. What’s your advice to other LPs on
PE?
We need to be more innovative in our
investment, for our pensions market to grow.
Today competition for returns is stiff and we
have to adapt to the changing times, and
while pension funds need to look at their
own assets and liabilities to see what would
work for them, we should not shy from
taking an active role in developing our
markets,
building
strong
competent
economies which create employment.
Working with assets such as PE allows us to
be part of the economic development.

6.How do PE returns compare with your
obligations?
Pension funds are long term funds whose
obligations match perfectly with the asset. In
addition, partnering with seasoned PE fund
managers to tap into the exciting growth
market of East Africa where PE invests
allows us to apply innovative investment in
our fund, in terms of market and sector
reach, optimizing our value to the
contributors.
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Conclusion
As investors intensify the search for returns in the current global investment landscape, East Africa is
increasingly becoming a preferred investment destination spurred by improved macroeconomic
fundamentals, decreased political risk, and an underlying growth in earnings. The choice of which asset
to hold remains a critical decision, largely informed by the investor’s objective and risk appetite. From our
analysis presented above, we derive the following:

LISTED EQUITIES

PRIVATE EQUITY

Listed equities remain a stock pickers market.
With the right timing, returns from equities can
be high. Illiquidity in public markets, however,
is still a major issue for all but the biggest
stocks.

Exit return data shows that private equity
investment presents an alternative high return
opportunity for institutional investors and ultra high
net worth individuals that is still largely carried by
foreign investors.

REAL ESTATE
The real estate market has turned into
an alpha investor’s market with
market beating returns coming from
investors that are able to pick the right
location and create a quality asset
that maximises utilisation.

BONDS
Treasuries, theoretically, can provide a good steady
return for investors. Presently, government bond
yields are relatively low due to significant demand,
particularly from banks. The tax free nature of the
coupon, however, skews the return dynamics and
makes the instrument more attractive.
Corporate bonds provide an interesting way to pick
up yield over treasuries. However, a number of high
profile corporate bond failures, such as Real
People, Shelter Afrique, Chase Bank and Imperial
Bank, have reminded investors of the need for good
credit analysis skills.

MONEY MARKETS
Money markets tend to provide a lower
but steady return for those with a short
time horizon. Investors must try and
ensure they are achieving a sufficient
real yield (interest minus inflation).
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Disclosures
This document has been prepared on the basis of information and forecasts in the public
domain. None of the information on which the document is based has been independently
verified by I&M Burbidge Capital Limited nor its affiliate bodies and associates, who do not take
responsibility for the content thereof and do not accept any liability with respect to the accuracy
or completeness, or in relation to the use by any recipient of the information, projections,
opinions contained in this document.

This document is purely for information purposes only and should not be relied upon to make
any investment decisions or any other decisions. Any liability is disclaimed, including incidental
or consequential damages arising from error or omission in this document.
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About Us
I&M Burbidge Capital Limited
I&M Burbidge Capital Limited (IMBC) is a corporate finance advisory firm regulated by the Capital
Markets Authority (CMA) and a licensed Nominated Advisor (NomAd) by the Nairobi Securities
Exchange (NSE) for the Growth Enterprise Market Segment (GEMS) creating long-term advisory
relationships & solutions across Sub-Saharan Africa with a specific focus on the East African
region. IMBC specialises in advising businesses in the region on significant capital raising through
IPOs, private equity, debt and Mergers & Acquisition transactions.
3rd Floor Block A, Eldama Park,
Eldama Ravine Road, Westlands,
P.O. Box 51525-00100,
Nairobi, Kenya.
www.imburbidgecapital.com
Tel: +254 719 088 160 | +254 732 100 160 | +254 (20) 322 1160

East Africa Private Equity and Venture
Capital Association
East Africa Private Equity and Venture Capital Association (EAVCA) is the umbrella organisation
that represents private equity (PE) and venture capital (VC) funds in East Africa. Established by
seven founding fund managers with operations in East Africa, the association has grown over the
last five years to current membership of 65 companies, representing DFIs, PE and VC fund
managers, asset managers, and advisory firms.

4th Floor - Delta Suites,
Waiyaki Way, Nairobi.
info@eavca.org
Tel: +254 (0) 717 665 342
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